ACCESSORIES FOR IPAD ® MOBILE
DIGITAL DEVICES
FSR has designed a family of mounts and chargers that are
compatible with iPad mobile digitaldevices and meet the needs of
the professional market. The goal was to design products that are
aesthetically pleasing and durable while protecting the iPad from
opportunistic theft.

Portrait, Landscape or Tilt

We have achieved this with a full line of wall mounts and table
mounts for the iPad and iPad Mini. The mounts are made of steel
and aluminum, look great and meet the needs of daily use.
FSR has also designed a line of patented charging solutions to
compliment the iPad. These chargers are available as stand alone
modules, keystone inserts, or as inserts.
Don’t trust your fixed install iPads to just anyone! Install and power
them with confidence and cutting edge solutions from FSR.

New! Mount for iPad Mini

iPAD ACCESSORIES

SURFACE MOUNT
FSR’s surface mount for iPad® mobile digital devices is the perfect solution for
existing construction and installations where surface mounting is preferable.
The enclosure mounts to a standard 2-gang electrical box. The pattern of
mounting holes allows the enclosure to be mounted either centered or off-center
of the electrical box as well as in either the landscape or portrait position.
FSR’s surface mount for iPad® mobile digital devices is the perfect solution for
existing construction and installations where surface mounting is preferable.
The enclosure mounts to a standard 2-gang electrical box. The pattern of
mounting holes allows the enclosure to be mounted either centered or off-center
of the electrical box as well as in either the landscape or portrait position.
The 2-gang electrical box provides a place to install the PoE to USB charger to supply power
to the iPad. The patented charger provides a full 10 watts of iPad mobile digital device
compatible power to ensure uninterrupted service.
The cover features rounded corners for safety and aesthetics and is held closed by recessed
security screws deterring theft.
The enclosure is available for the iPad 2, the New iPad or iPad Mini mobile digital devices.

TABLE MOUNT
FSR’s table mount enclosures for iPad® mobile digital devices are the
perfect solution for fixed installations in the boardroom,classroom, or
retail applications.
The enclosures tilt 15° to 60° from vertical to ease readability from either
a standing or sitting position.
The enclosures can rotate 90° to support landscape and portrait
positions. Optionally, the enclosure can be locked in either position if
required by the needs of the installation.
The enclosures can either simply sit on the table or be permanently
affixed in position. Integrated cable management gives the installation a
clean appearance and ensures the cables will not snag or tangle during
tilt, swivel and rotate moves.
Power can be supplied to the iPad from either the Apple® supplied charger or via FSR’s patented
PoE to USB charger. The charger can be housed in the base of the enclosure for a clean appearance
and supplies a full 10 watts of iPad compatible power for uninterrupted service.
The table mount enclosures are available for the iPad 2, the New iPad or iPad mini mobile digital
devices and can be ordered with a white or black finish.
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